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As expected, the RBNZ maintained a clear neutral tone at its OCR
Review today, holding the OCR at 1.75%. The statement was broadly
unchanged from the one delivered in February. Where changes were made (in
response to some recent data surprises), comments were heavily caveated, with
surprises discounted. This reinforces that the RBNZ continues to see an outlook
shaped by considerable uncertainty and is in no hurry to alter policy (in either
direction) as a result. There is no change to our view. We continue to see the
next move in the OCR being up, but not until mid-2018.
KEY POINTS


The policy assessment was broadly unchanged from the one
delivered in February. The RBNZ continue to present as neutral a tone as
possible, repeating that “Monetary policy will remain accommodative for a
considerable period”.



The RBNZ did acknowledge some recent data surprises, specifically
the soft Q4 GDP growth and also the likely spike in Q1 CPI. However,
it is clear that these developments have not changed its overall views. It is
looking through these surprises, with the softer GDP due to “temporary
factors” and the higher CPI due to some “one off effects”.



On the exchange rate, the RBNZ acknowledged its recent fall, but
again caveated it by noting that it was in part due to “weaker dairy prices
and reduced interest rate differentials”. Importantly, it still believes that
“further depreciation is needed”.



Beyond that, the broad themes highlighted were unchanged. The
RBNZ continues to acknowledge the better global backdrop, but note that it
contains challenges in the form of spare capacity and geopolitical tension.
Despite the soft Q4 GDP figures, the domestic outlook is still judged to be
“positive”, with the same support factors from February highlighted again
(population growth, accommodative monetary policy, construction and
household spending). The RBNZ’s views on the housing market are
unchanged. It acknowledged the recent moderation in house price growth,
but still feels it is uncertain whether it will be “sustained”.



In many ways, the message from the RBNZ is ‘move along, nothing
to see here’. The hits and misses relative to its earlier projections are not
meaningful enough to alter its views. It is in no hurry to alter policy – the
hurdle to sway it from this stance appears high right now.



Our view towards the monetary policy outlook is also unchanged.
We can assume the Bank still sees an equal chance of the next move being a
hike or a cut. However, we don’t hold that same opinion. While we can
envisage scenarios where the OCR is cut again (and they largely centre on
global shocks), we see a much higher likelihood of a hike, given a tightening
labour market, inflation approaching target and strong capacity pressures
more generally. That said, the RBNZ can afford to be patient right now, with
banks effectively doing its work for it, as seen in lifting retail interest rates.
We continue to pencil in the first OCR hike in May 2018.
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The Reserve Bank today left the Official Cash Rate
(OCR) unchanged at 1.75 percent.

The Reserve Bank today left the Official Cash Rate
(OCR) unchanged at 1.75 percent.

Macroeconomic indicators in advanced economies
have been positive over the past two months.
However, major challenges remain with on-going
surplus capacity in the global economy and extensive
geo-political uncertainty.

The recovery in commodity prices and more positive
business and consumer sentiment in advanced
economies have improved the global outlook.
However, major challenges remain with on-going
surplus capacity in the global economy and rising geopolitical uncertainty.

Global headline inflation has increased, partly due to a
rise in commodity prices, although oil prices have
fallen more recently. Core inflation has been low and
stable. Monetary policy is expected to remain
stimulatory, but less so going forward, particularly in
the US.

Global headline inflation has increased, partly due to
rising commodity prices. Global long-term interest
rates have increased. Monetary policy is expected to
remain stimulatory, but less so going forward,
particularly in the US.

The trade-weighted exchange rate has fallen 4 percent
since February, partly in response to weaker dairy
prices and reduced interest rate differentials. This is
an encouraging move, but further depreciation is
needed to achieve more balanced growth.

New Zealand’s financial conditions have firmed with
long-term interest rates rising and continued upward
pressure on the New Zealand dollar exchange rate.
The exchange rate remains higher than is sustainable
for balanced growth and, together with low global
inflation, continues to generate negative inflation in
the tradables sector. A decline in the exchange rate is
needed.

Quarterly GDP was weaker than expected in the
December quarter, but some of this is considered to
be due to temporary factors. The growth outlook
remains positive, supported by on-going
accommodative monetary policy, strong population
growth, and high levels of household spending and
construction activity. Dairy prices have been volatile in
recent auctions and uncertainty remains around future
outcomes.

Economic growth in New Zealand has increased as
expected and is steadily drawing on spare resources.
The outlook remains positive, supported by ongoing
accommodative monetary policy, strong population
growth, increased household spending and rising
construction activity. Dairy prices have recovered in
recent months but uncertainty remains around future
outcomes.

House price inflation has moderated, and in part
reflects loan-to-value ratio restrictions and tighter
lending conditions. It is uncertain whether this
moderation will be sustained given the continued
imbalance between supply and demand.

Recent moderation in house price inflation is welcome,
and in part reflects loan-to-value ratio restrictions and
higher mortgage rates. It is uncertain whether this
moderation will be sustained given the continued
imbalance between supply and demand.

Headline inflation has returned to the target band as
past declines in oil prices dropped out of the annual
calculation. Headline CPI will be variable over the next
12 months due to one-off effects from recent food and
import price movements, but is expected to return to
the midpoint of the target band over the medium
term. Longer-term inflation expectations remain wellanchored at around 2 percent.

Headline inflation has returned to the target band as
past declines in oil prices dropped out of the annual
calculation. Inflation is expected to return to the
midpoint of the target band gradually, reflecting the
strength of the domestic economy and despite
persistent negative tradables inflation. Longer-term
inflation expectations remain well-anchored at around
2 percent.

Monetary policy will remain accommodative for a
considerable period. Numerous uncertainties remain,
particularly in respect of the international outlook, and
policy may need to adjust accordingly.

Monetary policy will remain accommodative for a
considerable period. Numerous uncertainties remain,
particularly in respect of the international outlook, and
policy may need to adjust accordingly.
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